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Abstract: This research addresses the phenomenon of varying bicycle friendliness in urban areas and
considers which elements are necessary to design a city in a bike-friendly manner. It aims to provide
a deeper understanding of the term bikeability, in relation to the established term walkability, and
methods to create models that measure the degree of bikeability in urban areas. We explain different
established models and compare their computational bases. The focus of this paper is to define a
computational methodology built within a Geographic Information System (GIS) and a subsequent
evaluation based on an investigation area in Munich, Germany. We introduce a bikeability index for
specific investigation areas and geovisualize four selected factors of this index. The resulting map
views show the road segments of the traffic network where the conditions for biking are adequate,
but also those segments which need to be improved.
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1. Introduction
An increasing number of people are using bicycles daily, to explore their advantages
for commuting between various locations, to conduct shopping activities, or as a means
for leisure time including tourist activities [1]. As opposed to motorized private transport,
bicycles are more environmentally friendly, cheaper, and health enhancing, and may also
be more time efficient for short to medium long routes in urban areas [2].
Nowadays, bicycles are not only a means for reaching a destination but rather a trend
for expressing a certain way of life, representing an environmentally and health-oriented
conscience [3]. This socio-cultural phenomenon becomes evident through a rising share
of bicycles in the modal split [4]. Both, the global climate and the local environment are
profiting from this change through reduced carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (global) and,
respectively, nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions (local), and thus an improved air quality [5].
Bicycle infrastructure needs significantly less space and is cheaper as compared with
other means of transport [6], which is especially beneficial in metropolises with their
characteristic problems of scarce spaces. Current developments have included introducing
user-adaptive systems for human-electric bikes to increase ridership, such as by Lee and
Jiang [7], which might benefit the comfort of urban cycling with novel technologies usually
experienced in motorized individual transport.
Over the years, many studies have explored all types of traffic-related aspects with
regard to the motorized individual transport, much less with regard to bicycles and their
role in traffic [8,9].
The goal of this work is to provide an overview of the possibilities for measuring the
degree of how suitable urban regions are for biking. We identify the contributing factors
and explain existing methods with indices for measuring bikeability. The focus of this
approach, however, is on the creation of our own experimental bikeability index for a
specific part of the city of Munich based on applying GIS methodologies. We conclude with
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result visualizations and a discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of the approach for
the case studies conducted in Munich, Germany.
The main contribution of this work consists of introducing a novel bikeability index
with specific benefits in selected applications. One advantage of this index consists of its
efficient and simple computation and the ability to adapt to the specific static components
of various investigation areas. The index is useful for detecting spots of low bikeability on
road networks with different spatial extents.
2. State-of-the-Art Bikeability
The word “bikeability” is a relatively novel term, used in various scientific articles [10–12] but not yet implemented in reputed dictionaries. The Merriam-Webster and
Oxford Dictionary only include the term “bikeable” and define it as “suitable or fit for
biking” [13] and, respectively, “suitable or safe for cyclists” [14].
Different definitions from various authors exist, however, many do not work concisely,
and thus vague understandings of the term emerge. The most precise definition appears
to be one by Lowry et al. [15]. Bikeability is “an assessment of an entire bikeway network
for perceived comfort and convenience and access to important destinations” [15]. They
differentiate bikeability, bicycle suitability, and bicycle friendliness. Bicycle suitability is
“an assessment of the perceived comfort and safety of a linear section of a bikeway”. Hence,
bikeability is a superordinate concept, spatially and content related. Bicycle friendliness
embodies aspects of bikeability, and it refers to an evaluation by a community [16] regarding
different aspects of biking such as laws and policies, education efforts, and the acceptance
of cycling [17,18].
According to Nielsen et al. [19], bikeability is an indexation of the environment in
which cycling is taking place and how the examined area supports choosing the bicycle as
a mode of transport. The elements of the indexation are of an infrastructural (including
proximity to access to other modes of transport) and topological manner [19]. In general,
planning and implementing bicycle infrastructure in urban environments is challenging [20]
and may make use of complex optimization techniques [21]. Other approaches have
focused on evaluating a present bicycle infrastructure by observing cyclists [22] and relating
extracted patterns [23,24], such as route preferences [25], to the underlying road network
structure [26].
Other research has focused on the level of stress experienced by cyclists in selected
environments, which has been extracted via surveys concerning the level of stress along
routes [27]. This is described as a user-centered approach as personal views on traversed
bicycle infrastructures are being evaluated [28]. Because data on perceived safety can
be assessed [29], various views on bicycle traffic safety [30] may be incorporated into
bikeability estimations [31]. This is of paramount importance when observing mode
choices of daily commuters [32].
On a broader level, the presence of bike sharing services [33] are incorporated into
a selection of environmental factors [34], which may become more important in future
studies on estimating bikeablity indices of various urban environments [35]. Additionally,
present and future bicycle courier services may benefit from calculating bikeability indices
for improving their service qualities [36].
2.1. Measuring and Modeling Bikeability
The bikeability of a city or district can be analyzed with certain methods. Various
models or indices exist, which try to classify the bikeability using selected criteria. As the
indices do not always encompass the same criteria, there can be different weighting or
usage approaches, and results may not be consistent for the same city.
In the following subsections, we briefly explain four existent indices, and derive a
clustering of these approaches.
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2.1.1. The Copenhagenize Index
Initiated by the Copenhagenize Design Company, in 2011, this index ranks the 136
most bicycle-friendly cities in the world. It encompasses 14 categories in which cities can
obtain zero to four points, as well as bonus points for special effort. This index refers
to cities as a whole and does not differentiate between different districts in the publicly
available results. The entire analysis likely represents the business case by selling the
information to the cities. The components are as follows [37]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Lobbying of non-governmental organizations (NGOs);
Bicycle culture (how well are bicycles established among citizens);
Bike facilities (availability of parking spaces, ramps, designated spaces in trains;
Bicycle infrastructure;
Bike-sharing programs;
Gender split (percentage of men and women that use bicycles);
Modal split;
Modal split increase of bikes since 2006;
Safety perception (the perception that cycling is safe);
Politics (political involvement in promoting bikeability);
Social acceptance (feelings of car drivers towards cyclists);
Urban planning;
Traffic abatement (efforts that have been made to implement slow traffic zones);
Freight bicycles and logistics.

2.1.2. Bicycle Level of Service
Another possibility is the approach via the “bicycle level-of-service” (BLOS) [38],
developed by Lowry et al. [15]. This rather recent method calculated the bicycle suitability
using the bicycle level-of-service of the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) which delivered
a BLOS value for linear and linked street segments by certain criteria such as width of bike
lane, vehicle traffic volume, vehicle speed, and pavement condition. Then, this BLOS value
was enhanced by the concept of accessibility for calculating bikeability.
This variable is modeled by the well-known equation:

Ai = Ej × f rij
(1)
where Airepresents the accessibility of a location I; Ej the importance of a destination j;
and f rij an impedance function for travel time, distance, or costs rij from i to j.
The result is a spatial feature (grid cell) that is a decimal number between zero and
one, those with close destinations as well as those with good BLOS routes have a high
bikeability. The analysis is GIS-based and the result is a grid-based map representation of
bikeability [15].
This is the only index that contains the concept of accessibility. It is solely based on
spatial data, and thus is reliant on its quality. The authors remark that sufficient data is
not available for all streets, which is why, in this case study, our own field assessment and
estimations have been carried out for some criteria. This implicates a rather high effort for
bigger cities should this method be used elsewhere.
2.1.3. The “ADFC Fahrradklimatest” in Germany
Every two years the ADFC (Allgemeiner Deutscher Fahrradclub, General German
Bicycle Association) gathers data to assess the bicycle friendliness in many cities. According
to its own statement, the survey is the largest in the world and, in 2016, more than 120,000
people from 539 cities took part [39]. The approach is not based on quantitative but rather
on qualitative information obtained from individual valuations of the test subjects as
everyone is able to take part in an online questionnaire regarding the following topics:
1.
2.

Cycling and traffic climate;
Safety for cyclists;
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Family friendliness;
Comfort for cyclists;
Infrastructure and network of designated bike paths;
Status of bicycle traffic.

Every question is rated from good to bad and a number from one to six is generated.
Thus, the perceptions of many people form the public opinion of bicycle friendliness. Perceptions are subjective, hence, the accuracy of a data-based analysis of traffic infrastructure
cannot be met by this approach. Furthermore, it is only possible to create an image of the
whole city, and not of different districts where improvement might be critical. Specific
demand for action cannot be evaluated locally.
2.1.4. Bikeability Index Dresden
This index visualizes the bikeability with regular spatial grid cells with the dimensions
of 100 × 100 m. This is the only available resolution for bikeable zones. It is an additive
index, which calculates a number via adding values for different criteria for each grid cell.
This number is the bikeablity of the respective cell. The grid cell information for every
criterion is addressed via weighted overlay analysis, which originates from McHarg [40]
and is related to map algebra [41]. The following components are solely hard factors and
do not entail supplementary measures such as political agendas [42]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bicycle infrastructure (bike paths and lanes);
Existence of structurally-separated bike paths;
Green area and water surface;
Topography;
Land use;
Bicycle facilities;
Traffic load.

Within the criterion topography, steep terrain slopes reduce the number of people
willing to use bicycles, as the effort to reach destinations is regarded as uncomfortable.
In this case study, all criteria have been weighted equally, thus, the importance of certain
aspects may not be valued sufficiently. This index does not include accessibility. Nevertheless, the included aspect of land use analysis is taken into account via densities of potential
destinations within grid cells.
2.2. Theoretical Approaches of Bikeablity Indices and Literature Classification
Firstly, models that include solely hard factors of bikeability (infrastructure and bicycle
facilities) can be differentiated from those that consider soft factors, such as organizational
and supplementary, but not constructional measures such as events and political agendas
of cities. This is the underlying difference between bikeability and bicycle friendliness.
Secondly, there are two different methods of information gathering, i.e., technical analysis
of infrastructure (own assessments or external procurement of data stored in geodatabases)
and public surveys. The former is factual, and the latter represents the perception of traffic
participants. The third stage would be the resolution of the model, whether it is city-levelor grid-based model (e.g., based on 100 × 100 m cells). The grid-based or choropleth
map-based model gives an opportunity to visualize bikeability in certain districts of a
city. Models working with geodatabases mostly have higher spatial resolutions, although
supplementary factors often cannot be incorporated at this level. The fourth and last stage
would be the consideration of accessibility as it is considered in Lowry et al. [15]. It is not
especially a hard nor a soft factor and surpasses the connectivity, as certain places may be
linked to attractive destinations by a very good bike path, although this path is several
kilometers long.
If a municipality aims to locally analyze its strengths and weaknesses regarding
bikeability, available literature reveals that often available data sources related to the built
infrastructure or population are formed into grid-based data aggregations with manually
assigned resolutions [43], whereas both data models, raster-based and vector-based, can be
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The basis for the categorization and how the scores were determined came mainly
from field observations and interviews or questionnaires from commuters at selected study
areas. Because, in our approach, statistically significant outcomes from the conducted
interviews are difficult to infer, we focus on obtaining qualitative data from persons with
an extensive local knowledge of the investigation area. This guarantees that our method
is applicable within other investigation areas by interviewing commuting cyclists with
a local knowledge of the respective investigation area. Dependent on this, we assumed
representative abilities of this group of interviewees for evaluating and classifying attributes
of the perceived bikeability.
Within the conducted interviews, several aspects of bikeability were defined as preselected with the purpose of performing an attribute weighting by interviewees experienced
in cycling at the inspected investigation area (interviewees with extensive local knowledge).
This is a qualitative data acquisition procedure that aims at focusing on the needs of local
cyclists only. The last question for every interviewee was to complete missing aspects of the
factors influencing local bikeability, referring to missing and not listed attributes. It should
be stated that the procedure of conducting the interviews could be altered or improved,
which would significantly impact the actual defined scores.
As attributes are only weighted by the answers of interviewees who are very familiar
with the investigation area, we expected a broad knowledge of the influencing factors
during cycling and the experienced traffic situations related to these factors. Therefore, the
weighting of the attributes by active cyclists was considered to be the most detailed from
the view of a cycling road user. However, individual experience could be influenced by the
qualitative comparison to the surrounding areas. Therefore, we conducted interviews with
commuters who had their trip origins or destinations in the selected investigation areas.
Depending on the factors being associated by most commuters, we define four basic
layers (bike paths, speed limit, bicycle parking, and intersections) and enrich road network
representations with information on the respective criterion. The street segments of the
first three layers receive attributes with an integer value between 1 and 10, the fourth
layer (intersections) is a point-by-point assessment, as it is not referring to the whole street
network. The evaluation scales for the different criteria are listed in the appendix.
Bicycle infrastructure, such as constructional separated bike paths, appears to be the
most fundamental criteria in most indexes for both safety and safety perception. A speed
limit is elemental as well for bikeability, as safety is increased because of the breaking distance. In addition, noise exposure decreases with lower speeds, which can be fundamental
for the perceived safety of cyclists [47]. Bicycle parking is crucial in order to safely store
bikes from theft and weather if possible. Depending on the number of parking spots, the
sphere of influence was sized accordingly. Evaluations of intersections are rarely found
in bikeability indices, nonetheless it is highly important as, especially, turning maneuvers
pose a greater risk for accidents (especially left turns), and thus designated infrastructure
that prioritizes cyclists increases their safety [48].
Subsequently, we transferred separate layers to raster data with a conversion function
of converting polylines into raster cells with a resolution of 1 m. This step originated from
the aim to address different spatial scales via aggregation methodologies for raster data.
Additionally, we introduced this disaggregation step for future attempts to incorporate
additional bikebility factors on a higher spatial resolution scale, where we could incorporate
locations of static and partially dynamic objects, for example, those related to construction
sites as delineator posts. This means that we disaggregate due to incorporating surface areas
with a 1 m cell resolution that might be classified as potential obstacles for cyclists. These
could also be related to partially dynamic phenomena such as parked cars on infrastructure
assigned for cyclists. As a result of this conversion step, then, the quality of every street
segment could be visualized for each criterion independent of the shape of a certain road
segment. For the actual bikeability index, we conducted a weighted overlay analysis
comparable to the implementation of Mayfield et al. [49] and left it open as to how this
weighted overlay could be adjusted. As we focused on evaluating the weighting schemes
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The visually inspected parameters for the Munich bikeability index within resulting
The visually inspected parameters for the Munich bikeability index within resulting
map views are shown in Figures 3–6. The evaluation scales are explained in Appendix
map
views
are shown in Figures 3–6. The evaluation scales are explained in Tables A1–A4.
Tables
A1–A4.
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As we focused only on the intersections in Figure 6, we incorporated the value zero,
which is shown in black for all excluded road segments (segments not belonging to intersections).
The weighted overlay of linear criteria was done with 50% bicycle infrastructure, 25%
speed limit, and 25% bicycle parking. We selected these weighting schemes based on interviews conducted with commuting students who were familiar with the investigation
area. The basis of the main evaluation were variations of bikeablity index choropleth
maps, similar to the ones in Figures 3–6. The street network mostly reached a medium
score (visualized in orange and yellow) and only a few segments were rated as good (e.g.,
Ludwig-, Arcis-, and Lothstraße). This outcome was also welcomed by most of the interviewed commuters. Although the number of persons who participated in this questionnaire was comparably low (fewer than 10), we argue that adjusting the weighted overlay
could be part of the proposed methodology. Figure 7 shows the emerging visual pattern
after adding the raster information of intersections.
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Figure

As we focused only on the intersections in Figure 6, we incorporated the value
zero, which is shown in black for all excluded road segments (segments not belonging to
intersections).
The weighted overlay of linear criteria was done with 50% bicycle infrastructure, 25%
speed limit, and 25% bicycle parking. We selected these weighting schemes based on
interviews conducted with commuting students who were familiar with the investigation
area. The basis of the main evaluation were variations of bikeablity index choropleth
maps, similar to the ones in Figures 3–6. The street network mostly reached a medium
score (visualized in orange and yellow) and only a few segments were rated as good
(e.g., Ludwig-, Arcis-, and Lothstraße). This outcome was also welcomed by most of
the interviewed commuters. Although the number of persons who participated in this
questionnaire was comparably low (fewer than 10), we argue that adjusting the weighted
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overlay could be part of the proposed methodology. Figure 7 shows the emerging visual
pattern after Figure
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data is very accurate and done by only one person, and therefore with the same standard.
In particular, the bicycle parking spots in the original data source (OSM) were fragmenIn particular, the bicycle parking spots in the original data source (OSM) were fragmentarily
tarily recorded. The division of the street network is very detailed, and therefore attribute
recorded. The division of the street network is very detailed, and therefore attribute values
values do not change within one segment. Another benefit is the simplicity of the calculado not change within one segment. Another benefit is the simplicity of the calculations.
tions. With only three weighted factors, the calculation can be quickly done as soon as the
With only three weighted factors, the calculation can be quickly done as soon as the data is
data is available.
available.
A disadvantage, however, is that the traffic load is not part of the index. In the case
that it is weak, a missing bike path or lane would be less important. Especially shorter
streets in living areas would achieve a better overall rating and the contrary would account
for longer streets. Another downside is that the field analysis methodology is independent
from currentness and quality of geodata, however, it requires significant effort to generate
the data. For larger areas, the time investment would increase exponentially.
The map serves as a quick overview of bikeability in part of Munich and shows
clearly that the connecting streets between the universities have insufficient bikeability,
considering that especially students show great bike affinity. One measure might be to
increase the number of junctions with traffic lights and biking boxes or, for example, extend
the bike lane in the Gabelsbergerstraße, which abruptly ends, when this one-way street
changes from two to three lanes.

5. Conclusions and Outlook
Indices for bikeability can normally be divided into four groups, key feature is the
differentiation in models with hard infrastructure factors and those with hard and sup-
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In
A general lack of cycle racks is apparent, and roofed or sheltered racks are nonexistent.
particular, people who own new or expensive bikes would not use them during inclement
ordertoto
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with
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with
frequent
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must be
created.
This canThis
be done
be done by increasing safety through implementing physical separation of bike paths
and motorized transport paths, opening one-way streets for cyclists to reduce detours,
and actively promoting cycling on a political level. Consequently, people would tend to
prioritize using bicycles rather than cars and everyone would benefit from better air quality
and individual health-related advantages of cycling.
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Appendix A Evaluation Scales (Cursive Combination Not Present in the Testing Area)
Table A1. Bicycle infrastructure.
Type of Street or Cycling
Infrastructure

Abbreviation in
Attribute Table

Value (1–10)

Broad bike path, both-sided
Broad and narrow bike path
Narrow bike path, both-sided
Cycling street
Narrow bike path and bike lane
Bike lane, both-sided
Advisory bike lane, both-sided
Regular street
One-way street, open
One-way street with advisory bike lane

RWb
RWb_RWs
RWs
FS
RWs_RS
RS
SSt
None
EBo
EB_RS

10
9
8
7
7
6
5
3
3
3

Table A2. Speed limit.
Maximum Speed

Value (1–10)

30 km/h
50 km/h

10
7

Table A3. Bicycle parking.
Type of Parking Facility

Value (1–10)

Bike Locker
Roofed bike rack
Regular bike rack
No bike rack

10
8
6
2

Table A4. Intersections.
Type of Intersection
Traffic light width biking box
Designated cycling traffic
light
Traffic light with visual
markers on the ground
Regular traffic light
Regular intersection without
traffic lights

Abbreviation in Attribute
Table

Value (1–10)

BB

9

FA

6

LSA_M

6

LSA

3

none

3
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